BARTON Waterjet Abrasives

Performance and Value for Every Application

THE MOST EXTENSIVE LINE OF WATERJET CUTTING ABRASIVES IN THE INDUSTRY

With a dozen grades to select from, BARTON produces the ideal abrasive for every waterjet cutting application. Trusted since 1878 as the only source for the world’s finest ADIRONDACK® garnet, BARTON’s 3-tiered product line allows customers to match the performance and affordability to their operation and application needs.

ADIRONDACK® HPX®
The premier hard rock garnet, ADIRONDACK HPX is the industry standard for high-performance waterjet cutting. Cuts faster, deeper and straighter than any other garnet. Found only in the Adirondack Mountains, world-renowned HPX garnet retains an ever-sharp crystalline structure, delivering superior cutting speed, precision edge quality and productivity.

- Fast cutting with superior edge quality
- Ideal for demanding applications like cutting hard, thick materials

ALLTEK® HPA®
A highly versatile alluvial garnet, ALLTEK HPA delivers excellent cutting performance, edge quality and efficiency. HPA is made from top-quality alluvial garnet, globally sourced and processed to our industry-leading standards. The sub-rounded HPA garnet is well-suited for virtually every waterjet cutting application.

- Excellent cutting performance and edge quality
- Can be used for all cutting applications

ECOTEK®
Economical, general-purpose waterjet abrasives designed to deliver good cutting performance across a wide range of materials.

HPR RECYCLED GARNET ABRASIVE
ECOTEK HPR is an eco-friendly, environmentally safe recycled garnet abrasive. Sourced from only top-quality garnet feedstocks, HPR is processed, screened and packaged to our stringent standards.

- 100% recycled garnet
- Conserves natural resources

RTX UTILITY WATERJET ABRASIVE
ECOTEK RTX is a value-priced waterjet abrasive produced with a blend of natural minerals, mined and processed at our operation in the Adirondack Mountains. The raw material is carefully screened and sized to create an abrasive with properties similar to garnet.

- Natural mineral abrasive
- Economy abrasive for general-purpose cutting

All BARTON products are manufactured under tight Quality Assurance controls and are guaranteed to meet our high standards. We stand behind every product with a 100% Quality Guarantee.

STANDARD PACKAGING: 55-lb. paper bags, 2,200-lb. and 4,400-lb. bulk bags. Package sizes may vary by product line.
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